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Introduction

The toll road program has been operative since 1978 in Indonesia.
Traditionally, the toll roads were publicly funded and operated by
a state-owned enterprise PT Jasa Marga �JM�. Owing to stringent
budgetary constraints the Government of Indonesia �GOI� called
for private investment for some toll road developments in 1987.
According to the Government Regulation No 40/1990, any entity
is required to partner with JM when seeking to invest in the
sector. A partnership can take on forms of joint venture �JV�, joint
operation with concession �JO�, modified turnkey �MT�, and
revenue sharing �RS�. JV and JO are implemented under the
build, operate, and transfer �BOT� arrangement whereas MT and
RS are under the build, transfer, and operate �BTO� arrangement.
JV is different from JO in that the latter does not require JM
involvement in a special-purpose-vehicle establishment. Under
a JO arrangement the operation and maintenance �O&M� re-
sponsibility can rest with JM. The land acquisition was tra-
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ditionally assumed by GOI but has been transferred to the pri-
vate sector since 1994, following more limited public financial
resources.

Most, if not all, BOT toll road projects in Indonesia were
structured using project finance approach �also known as off-
balance sheet financing�. Under this approach, creditors rely on
debt services on the project cash flows and its assets without or
with only limited recourse to borrowing companies or parent
companies �Ahmed and Xianghai 1999�. Dailami et al. �1999�
characterized a project-financed infrastructure with �1� high con-
centration of project risks in the early phase of project life cycle
that is precompletion phase and �2� a risk profile that undergoes
important changes as the project comes to fruition with a rela-
tively stable stream of cash flows and that is subject to market and
regulatory risks once the project is completed.

The present paper identifies and examines major financial risks
associated with Indonesia’s project-financed toll road projects.
Several risks classified into project-specific risks �e.g., low traffic,
lengthy right-of-way acquisition process, construction cost, and
time overruns�, sector-specific risks �e.g., unpredictable future
tolls, change in legislation�, and country-specific risks �e.g., high
and volatile inflation and interest rate� are taken into consider-
ation. Risk analysis is performed with the application of stochas-
tic simulations using the Latin Hypercube sampling technique.
Interested readers can consult Saliby and Pacheco �2002� for
greater discussion on advantages of the technique over the tradi-
tional Monte Carlo sampling. Simulation approach is adopted be-
cause it deals with problems involving large and complex sys-
tems, which would be otherwise difficult to solve. The
commercial software package @Risk 4.05 �2001�. is employed as

the analysis tool.
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Simulation Cash Flow Model

Comparison with Previous Studies

The use of simulation technique in the financial decision making
under uncertainty in the infrastructure investment has appeared in
many scientific journals and technical reports. To name a few are
those by Chee and Yeo �1995�; Seneviratne and Ranasinghe
�1997�; Dailami et al. �1999�; Malini �1999�; Javid and Senevi-
ratne �2000�; Ye and Tiong �2000�; and Kakimoto and Senevi-
ratne �2000�. Table 1 summarizes key features of these works. A
common feature found is that there is an exclusive concentration
on the risk evaluation from equity perspective and project per-

Table 1. Summary of Previous Works on Stochastic Approach in Infrast

Author(s) Sector Key Area

Chee and Yeo �1995� Power The authors used the Monte C
risk analysis of a BOT power
variables include electricity g
unescalated capital expenditur
etc.

Seneviratne and
Ranashinghe �1997�

Road The authors conducted the M
to evaluate alternatives within
infrastructure financing. Risky
traffic volume at the start of o
growth, project cost, toll grow
escalation rates.

Javid and Seneviratne
�2000�

Airport The authors identified three ri
total investment risk in the pa
development, namely project
and market risk. The authors
Monte Carlo simulation techn
considered are demand, parkin
charges, consumer price index
total investment. Financial de
from NPV analysis.

Malini �1999� Road The author employed the Mon
for risk evaluation of BOT br
simulation outputs include NP
period. Risky variables includ
O&M cost, and traffic volume
examined cash-flows adequac
scenarios related to options of

Kakimato and
Seneviratne �2000�

Port The authors identified three fa
of financial risk, namely proje
risk and market risk. The auth
traditional Monte Carlo simul
analysis of port investment an
under three different scenario
medium-risk, and high-risk sc

Ye and Tiong �2000� General The writers developed the NP
that incorporates the weighted
capital and dual risk-return m
is applied in decision-making
appraisal of projects under un
presents a clearer definition o
rate. Risk variables include co
completion time, O&M cost,

Note: BOT�build operate transfer; O&M�operation and maintenance;
pricing model; and WACC�weighted average cost of capital,
spective �without taking into account the effects of financial de-
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cision such as interests, taxes�. Little effort has been devoted to
evaluate risk from the creditor’s perspective whereas the creditor
may have a very different risk profile simply because of different
ranking in the payment claim. It is often intrinsically assumed that
the debt service payment is certain in the sense that the debt
service obligation can always be made irrelevant to what happens
to the project. This implies that there must be recourse to the
borrowing project sponsor or its parent company other than the
project cash flows or its assets if the net operating income is
insufficient to meet the obligation. In this case, debt must be
relatively riskless and the borrowing rate therefore should be not
much different with the riskless rate. Otherwise, the project will

Investment Evaluation

Remarks

imulation for
t. Risky
on,
f, O&M cost,

The authors evaluated risk from both equity and
project perspectives. No risk to the creditor is
presented. It is unclear which assumption is used
in setting the discount rate.

arlo simulation
ortation
les include
n, traffic

d cost

The authors evaluated risk from equity perspective.
In analyzing risk, the authors focused on standard
deviation or expected value of the project’s IRRs.
No risk to the creditor is presented. It is assumed
that debt service is made on an equal installment
basis.

ociated with
acility
mpetitive risk

ed the use of
isky variables
tion, parking

erest rate and
were derived

The authors performed risk analysis from equity
perspective. They applied the present value
analysis and defined risk as the probability of the
project’s NPV being lower than the target value.
No risk to the creditor is presented. It is assumed
that debt service is made on an annual equal
installment basis, which is then included to the
total project expenditure.

lo simulation
ojects. The

and payback
truction cost,
author
r different
t financing.

Risk analysis is performed from equity
perspective. It does not address risk to the creditor.
It is assumed that the debt repayment is to be
made on an annual installment basis.

s determinants
, competitive
nducted the
or risk
uated risk
ly low-risk,

s.

The authors evaluated risk from equity perspective.
They defined risk as the probability of the
project’s IRRs being lower than the target return.
In their work, the application of the CAPM theory
in determining the MARR of an investment,
referred to as cost of equity or the hurdle rate, is
also discussed.

sk method
ge cost of
. This method
estment
ty. The work
used discount

tion cost,
demand, etc.

The use of WACC for discounting cash flows
indicates that the risk evaluation is performed from
the project perspective. The NPV at risk method is
one of criteria available in the financial
decision-making under uncertainty. Alternative
methods include: mean-variance, mean lower
confidence, mean semivariance, mean-aspiration,
mean-entropy, and stochastic dominance �Kira and
Ziemba 1977�. In some respects, Ye and Tiong’s
method resembles mean-lower confidence or
mean-aspiration.

internal rate of return; NPV�net present value; CAPM�capital asset
ructure

s

arlo s
projec

enerati
e, tarif

onte C
transp
variab

peratio
th, an

sks ass
rking f
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ique. R
g dura
es, int
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te Car
idge pr
V, IRR
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projec

ctors a
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avera
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nstruc

market

IRR�
be a money machine to the creditor. An advanced study is perhaps
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required to explain why a borrowing rate of riskless debt signifi-
cantly differs from the riskless rate. One of the intents of the
present work is to propose a simple financial model of a project
under uncertainty that does not violate the nonrecourse concept
but allows risk to be evaluated from different perspectives by
means of ranking claim of payments made for involved parties
subject to cash availability.

Sources of Major Uncertainties in Toll Road
Investment

• Construction cost. Cost overruns are not uncommon in private
infrastructure projects. Some relevant examples include the
Channel Tunnel, the Chinese Guangzhou-Shenzen project, and
a Malaysian toll road project �Fishbein and Babbar 1996; Ku-
maraswamy 1997; Estache et al. 2000�. der Ven �1996� argued
that cost overruns have been a serious issue in a number of
countries �Mexico in particular, and also in France during the
early years of the toll road development program�, but so far
not in Indonesia.

• Construction schedule. In the case of Indonesia’s toll roads,
one of the primary factors causing completion delays is de-
layed land acquisition. Project sponsors need often undergo
difficult negotiations on pricing of land acquisition. The con-
sequences are threefold. First, lengthy and protracted negotia-
tion can escalate prices. Based on past experience, the cost of
land acquisition is believed to have increased by a factor of
10% and 70% because of delay in implementation itself �Yu-
wono 2000�. Second, a delay in the facility completion reduces
length of the operating period under a fixed concession term.
Third, discounted cash flows can be reduced because operating
revenue generation occurs later.

• Initial and future tolls. Initial toll levels in Indonesia’s toll road
industry are uncertain because they are often set not at the
financial close stage but rather in near completion of a project.
Unpredictable future toll levels have long been an element of
the Indonesian toll road industry. There is no automatic toll
adjustment mechanism because both the regulation and con-
cession contracts oblige a project sponsor to obtain a prior
approval from the president before it can raise toll levels. A
problem emerges because the GOI cannot guarantee the ap-
proval to be given in a timely manner. Past experience attests
that entire tolls have experienced significant delays in adjust-
ments. Four out of five private toll road operators reportedly
posted losses of Indonesian Rupiah �Rp� 1.13 trillion �equiva-
lent to U.S. $125.6 million under the assumption that U.S. $1
is priced at Rp. 9,000�.

• Traffic volume. Engel et al. �1997� argued that traffic forecasts
are notoriously imprecise; it is difficult enough to make accu-
rate traffic predictions for the short run and much harder for
the long run. Traffic usage has been found to be even more
difficult to forecast in the case of new toll roads, especially
those which are not additions to an existing toll facility system
because there is no existing traffic to use as an actuarial basis
�United Nations 2001�. Estimates of future growth depend on
various factors such as the country’s economy, population size,
fuel prices, land use patterns, etc. Problems with lower-than-
expected traffic levels are not uncommon, as cases in the Hun-
garian M1/M14, the Malaysia-Singapore Second Crossing,
and other selected Asian toll roads demonstrate �World Bank
1999; Asian Development 2000�. A study by Standard &
Poor’s revealed that of 32 analyzed case studies, 28 forecasts

overpredicted traffic �Bain and Wilkins 2002�. In the updated
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study that included more than twice as many samples, 68 case
studies, optimism bias remains a consistent trend in toll road
traffic forecasting �Bain and Plantagie 2003�.

• Macroeconomic conditions. Macroeconomic conditions in In-
donesia are unstable and prone to external fluctuations as was
evidenced by the aftermath of the 1997 financial crisis. The
World Bank �1999� reported that interest rates have increased
from 19 to over 60% per annum during 1997–1998, Rupiah
currency freely fell to under 1 /6 or 1 /7 times the value of the
U.S. dollar and the consumer price index was expected to
increase 80% in 1998, as compared with an 11% increase in
the previous year.

Basis Assumptions

For the sake of simplicity, the following conditions are assumed:
• Depreciation is applied to both initial investments and any

additional investments made during the concession period;
• Both equity and debt are denominated in local currency;
• There is zero price elasticity;
• Total traffic is not allowed to exceed the facility’s traffic ca-

pacity;
• Construction escalation rate is equivalent to domestic inflation

rate;
• Traffic composition is constant over the project’s life;
• JM has no equity investment; and
• Priority for the use of cash flows in any period is as follows:

operating cost �including land and building tax payment as
well as payment to JM under a revenue-sharing arrangement,
if appropriate�, interest payment, income tax payment, debt
principal repayment, and equity payment.

Basic Relationships

The first step in modeling cash flows is to determine the total
project cost that consists of construction and land acquisition
costs

TPCi = CONi + RWCi, i = 0,…,C �1�

where TPCi�total project cost in year i; CONi�construction cost
�in nominal term� in year i; RWCi�land acquisition cost in year i;
and C�construction duration, which is uncertain. The construc-
tion cost uncertainty can be modeled as

CONi = CORq�
k=q

i

�1 + Fk�, i = 0,…,C �2�

where CORq�construction cost in real term in a given year
q; Fk�inflation rate in year k; and Fk=0 if q= i. The land acqui-
sition in a given year i is given as

RWCi = RWCq�
k=q

i

�1 + �k�, i = 0,…,C �3�

where RWCq�land acquisition cost estimated in a given year q;
�k�escalation rate for land acquisition in year k; and �k=0 if q
= i. Let Di be the debt drawing in year i, equity capital required in
year i ,EQTi, is

EQTi = TPCi − Di, i = 0,…,C �4�

The outstanding debt at end of construction duration is estimated

as
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DEBC = �
i=0

C

Di�
k=i

C

�1 + Rk�, i = 0,…,C �5�

where Rk�borrowing rate in year k; and Rk=0 if i=C. If revenue
is dependent on traffic volume and toll levels, operating revenue
in year j ,REVj should be

REVj = �
t=1

u

PtjVtj, j = C + 1,…,N �6�

where Ptj�toll level of vehicles type t in year j; Vtj�traffic vol-
ume of vehicles type t in year j; and N�concession period. Under
the assumption that the traffic composition by type of vehicles is

constant, Eq. �6� can alternatively be written as

t=1 t=1
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REVj = Vj�
t=1

u

�jPtj, j = C + 1,…,N �7�

where Vj�total traffic volume in year j and �t�percentage of
traffic type t in total traffic. Let DELm be delay �in years� of the
mth toll adjustment, the mth adjustment can be expressed as

Ym = Ym−1 + � + DELm, m = 1,2,… subject to Ym � N �8�

where Ym�year of the mth toll adjustment; Ym−1�year of the
�m−1�th toll adjustment; ��periodical review under a concession
contract; and Y0=C+1. The Indonesian toll road industry adopts
price-cap systems in which future toll levels are indexed to the
domestic inflation rate. There is normally an additional require-
ment that the prevailing tolls should not exceed a certain percent-
age of vehicle operating cost savings �VOC� of using a toll facil-
ity as compared with alternative toll-free roads. Mathematically,
the uncertainty of future toll levels according to most concession

contracts can be expressed as
Ptj =�
Ptj−1 if Ym � j � Ym+1

min�� VOCtj;Ptj−1

�
j=C+1

Ym+1

�1 + Fj�

�
j=C+1

Ym

�1 + Fj�� if j = Ym+1 � j = C + 1,…,N

t = 1,…,u
�9�

where ��percentage of toll levels of VOC; VOCtj�VOC of vehicle type t in year j; and Pt0�toll level of vehicles type t at the start of
operation. Although the toll adjustment has normally been stipulated in concession contracts, the GOI promulgated the Regulation No.
40/2001 on a new tariff. Under the new regulation, toll levels are to be linked to a percentage of domestic inflation rates and be reviewed
at every 3 years with a maximum increase of 25%. The future tolls under the new regulation can mathematically be written as

Ptj =�
Ptj−1 if Ym � j � Ym+1

min�� VOCtj;Ptj−1 min�1.25;1 + �	 �
j=C+1

Ym+1

�1 + Fj�

�
j=C+1

Ym

�1 + Fj�

− 1
�� if j = Ym+1 � �10�

Traffic uncertainty is modeled as

Vj = min�Vj−1�1 + gj��1 + 	 j�;
�, j = C + 1,…,N �11�

where Vj�total traffic in year j; gj�traffic growth rate in year j; 
�facility’s traffic capacity; and 	 j�traffic forecasting errors in year j.
Under a revenue sharing arrangement, if any, JM receives annual payment with the amount being in a fixed percentage of operating
revenue. In practice, there is sometimes an additional profit-cap arrangement related to higher-than-expected traffic volume. For instance,
if actual traffic exceeds a certain upper limit, the resulting excessive revenue will be shared between JM and the project sponsor. Taken
together, the annual payment to JM can be modeled as

SHAj =�sjVj�
t=1

u

�tPtj if Vj � � j

sj� j�
u

�tPtj + wj�Vj − � j��
u

�tPtj if Vj � � j� j = C + 1,…,N �12�
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where sj�percentage of operating revenue paid to JM under a
revenue sharing arrangement; wj�percentage of excessive rev-
enue paid to JM in year j under a profit-cap arrangement; and
� j�upper limit of traffic in year j. Net operating revenue in year
j , NETj is

NETj = REVj − COMj − LBTj − SHAj, j = C + 1,…,N �13�

where LBTj�land and building tax paid in year j; COMj�O&M
cost in year j; and SHAj�payment to JM made in year j. The
interest payment is dependent on the project financial perfor-
mance and is, therefore, uncertain. A full interest payment obli-
gation can only be met if the net operating revenue is equal to or
higher than the interest; otherwise, the creditor receives what re-
mains whereas any unpaid interest will be accounted for in the
next year’s debt balance calculation. Mathematically,

INTj = min�NETj;Rj−1DEBj−1�, j = C + 1,…,N �14�

where INTj�interest payment made in year j and Rj−1�interest
rate in year j−1. If a concession contract requires an additional
investment during concession, the incurred cost is depreciable.
Let ADDk be the cost of an additional investment made in year k,
depreciation in year j DEPj is

DEPj =
TPI

N − C
+ �

jk

ADDk

N − k
, j = C + 1,…,N and k = C,…,N − 1

�15�

where TPI�total project investment. The total project investment
is the total project cost for all construction years plus interest
during construction. It can be computed by summing the debt
balance at the end of construction DEBC and total equity drawing
�assuming that no returns are available to the project sponsor
during the construction�. The income tax amount that the project
sponsor must pay equals

TAXj = max�0;��NETj − INTj − DEPj��, j = C + 1,…N

�16�

where TAXj�income tax payment made in year j; ��income tax
rate. If net operating income does not suffice to cover the addi-
tional investment cost, the required additional capital in year
j , CAPj is

CAPj = max�0;TAXj + INTj + ADDj − NETj�, j = C + 1,…,N

�17�

The next step is to calculate the debt principal repayment whose
amount can be written as

REPj = min�DEBj−1;max�0;NETj − TAXj − INTj − ADDj��,
j = C + 1,…,N �18�

If any gap between available net operating income and additional
investment cost will be bridged with a new debt, the outstanding
debt in year j must be:

DEBj = DEBj−1 + Rj−1DEBj−1 − INTj + CAPj − REPj,

j = C + 1,…,N �19�

Payment to equity is allowed only if entire payment obligations

have been satisfied. That is,
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DIVj = NETj − INTj − TAXj − REPj, j = C + 1,…,N �20�

where DIVj�payment to equity made in year j. The net present
value from the project sponsor’s cash flows is

PVP = − EQTi�
k=0

i

�1 + �k�−1 + DIVj�
k=0

j

�1 + �k�−1,

i = 0,…,C; j = C + 1,…,N �21�

where PVP�project sponsor’s net present value; �k�discount
rate in year k; and �0=0. Under a JO scheme with the O&M
responsibility being assumed by JM, the net present value �NPV�
from the corporation’s perspective �PVJ� can be formulated as
follows:

PVJ = �SHAj + COFj − COMj��
k=0

j

�1 + �k�−1, j = C + 1,…,N

�22�

where COFj�fee for taking O&M responsibility in year j. The
net present value from the creditor’s cash flows �PVL� is

PVL = − Di�
k=0

i

�1 + �k�−1 + �INTj + REPj − CAPj�

��
k=0

j

�1 + �k�−1, i = 0,…,C, j = C + 1,…,N �23�

Choosing the Right Discount Rate

Choosing the appropriate discount rate for present value analysis
of a project under simulated environments remains the subject of
international debates. There is no substantial consensus whether
the risk-free rate or the opportunity cost of capital, which can also
be the opportunity cost of debt or the cost of equity if dealing
with source of financing, should be chosen. Malini �1999�, for
instance, implicitly suggested the use of the opportunity cost of
equity, which includes a risk premium and the borrowing rate of
long-term debt. In developing the NPV at risk method, Ye and
Tiong �2000� used the weighted average cost of capital �WACC�.
They stated that the capital asset pricing model �CAPM� and ar-
bitrage pricing theory suffer from the difficulty in determining
appropriate beta. The authors believed, however, that determining
WACC is no less difficult because a financial manager needs to
estimate the cost of debt and the cost of equity, the principal
components of WACC, which are sometimes derived from
CAPM. Additionally, the use of WACC is based on the assump-
tion that the firm can maintain a constant leverage ratio, thus
requiring rebalancing capital structure over the project’s life. This
requirement is difficult to meet in project finance where it typi-
cally means very high debt ratio from the beginning, with most or
all of a project’s early cash flows committed to debt service,
meaning that equity investors have to wait �Brealey and Myers
2000�. Savvides �1994� and Hacura et al. �2001� believe that the
appropriate discount rate for calculating the present value of a
project in the stochastic appraisal is that used in the deterministic
appraisal. On the contrary, Brealey and Myers �2000� argue that
the risk-free rate instead of the opportunity cost of capital should
be used in order to avoid prejudging risk because if the opportu-
nity cost of capital is known, simulation is not necessary except
for helping forecast cash flows. In another context, Handa �1995�

and Byrne �1996� applied the risk-free rate for project valuation
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under uncertainty using variance analysis where risk is let to re-
side in cash flows, which are then discounted at the risk-free rate.
In this case, the project’s NPV itself is considered a random vari-
able. This is a very different approach from that of single value
estimates �deterministic� to risk analysis in which the discount
rate needs to be adjusted as risk changes. In the present work, the
risk-free rate is used to discount uncertain cash flows of involved
parties so that analysis can be made on similar basis. The authors
use the yield of the Bank Indonesia promissory note �Sertifikat
Bank Indonesia�SBI� as the risk-free rate.

Case Study

The case study is taken from a real-life toll road project that has
been in operation. It is worth noting that all figures given are only
examples and do not necessarily reflect the real project sponsor’s
business plan. The 7 km project is undertaken under a JO arrange-
ment with the length of concession on the scheme being 28 years.
The toll facility is designed to carry a maximum of 160,000 ve-
hicles a day. Total project investment cost is estimated at Rp 270
billion: total construction cost of Rp 128 billion, land cost of Rp
115 billion and interest during construction of Rp 27 billion. Both
the facility construction and the land acquisition are phased into
two stages. Fig. 1 presents the simplified project’s schedule net-
work. The project is financed at a debt to equity ratio �DER� of
about 76:24 �this DER is close to average leverage in the Indo-
nesian toll road industry, which is about 74:26�. For taking the
responsibility of O&M, JM is paid with 18.25% of operating
revenue fixed during concession �in this case COMj in Eq. �13� is
replaced with COFj�. Annual O&M cost at the start of operation is
estimated at Rp 6.0 billion and would increase following con-
sumer price indexes. Apart from this O&M fee, JM receives an-
nual payment of 0% �Years 1–8 of the operation period�, 4%
�Years 9–14�, 9% �Years 15–20�, and 12% �Year 21–end� of op-
erating revenues. An additional investment whose cost is esti-
mated at Rp 64 billion should be made in Year 14 from the start of
operation. The creditor is prepared to provide an additional loan
to cover the incurred cost if net revenue in that year is insuffi-
cient. The land acquisition cost will be financed with debt and the
creditor is committed to providing a stand-by loan that can be
exercised any time in agreed time frame and amounts. The credi-
tor charges a 1% commitment fee of the actual drawn amount of
loan used to finance land acquisition. Interest rates during con-
struction and operation are assumed to float at a 300-basis point
spread over the Jakarta Inter Bank offered rates �JIBOR�. Traffic
is classified into three categories: Class I for small vehicles �e.g.,
sedan, jeep, mini and medium sized bus, passenger car�, Class IIA

Fig. 1. Simplified p
for medium vehicles �e.g., small truck or bus with two axles� and
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Class IIB for heavy vehicles with a traffic composition of 85, 10,
and 5%, respectively, and a toll rate index of 1.0: 1.5: 2.0. The
initial base toll is set at Rp 300 per km. VOC at the start of
operation for traffic I, IIA, and IIB are estimated at Rp 5,350,
7,350, and 9,100, respectively.

It is assumed that inflation rate, SBI rate, and JIBOR at the
start of concession period are 8.17, 12.75, and 13.50, respectively.
Traffic at the first year of operation is estimated to be 37,790
vehicles a day. Traffic is expected to grow at a rate of 8% in Year
2 of commercial years of operation, 6% in Years 3–7 and 5% in
Year 8–end. If actual traffic exceeds 120,000 vehicles a day, the
excessive revenue will be shared 50/50 between the project spon-
sor and JM. The land and building tax and the income tax rates
are assumed to be 1 and 30%, respectively. The escalation rate for
the land acquisition is estimated to be 20% a year. The base
scenario is that toll levels are assumed adjusted at every 2 years
�� in Eq. �8� equals 2 years� without delay and future toll levels
are subject to formula given in Eq. �9� with � set at 0.7. Single
value estimates �deterministic analysis based on expected values�
yield the project’s internal rate of return �IRR� as 18.92%. If it is
assumed that industry beta equity in the Indonesia’s toll road
sector is 0.80 and risk premium is 7.50%, the CAPM-based cost
of equity is 18.75%. Discounting the project sponsor’s cash flows
at this cost of equity results in a NPV of Rp 1.19 billion.

Modeling Risky Variables

The volatilities of SBI rates, JIBOR, and inflation rates are as-
sumed to be time dependent under the so-called square root of
time rules. A 1 year volatility is mathematically defined as the
standard deviation of natural logarithm of ratio of a variable in a
given year to the previous year’s variable. It is expected that
future values are equal to today’s values but are subject to greater
volatilities if predictions are made over longer periods. This un-
certainty model is considered more realistic than models that as-
sign equal uncertainty levels of variables irrespective of forecast-
ing horizons. For example, future inflation rates are modeled as

Fj�j� = F0eN�0;�j�1�, j = C + 1,…,N �24�

where Fj�inflation rate in a given year j; F0�current inflation
rate; e�natural logarithmic base; and �1=1 year volatility of in-
flation rate using log returns. In this study, the 1 year volatility of
inflation rate, JIBOR, and SBI rates are assumed to be 11.3, 6.8,
and 3.5%, respectively. Delay in the mth toll adjustment is as-
sumed to follow a geometric distribution with parameter p whose

s schedule network
roject’
probability density function can be written as follows:
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f�DELm� = p�1 − p�DELm, DELm = 0,1,2,… �25�

The mean of the geometric distribution is

E�DELm� = p/�1 − p� �26�

Under this assumption, the length of delay is analogized with the
number of failures and a toll adjustment with a success event. If p
equals 1.0, toll levels experience no delay in adjustment as is
assumed under the base case scenario. Because the impact of
delay is to be examined, various parameters p are varied from the
original case of 1.00–0.50, 0.33, 0.25, and 0.20, which correspond
to expected delay of 1, 2, 3, and 4 years to reflect different de-
grees of delay-in-adjustment risk. The assumed probability distri-
bution and the corresponding parameter of other risk factors are
given in Table 2. The following are additional assumptions made
for evaluating risk of the case study:
• Ramp-up effect has been incorporated in traffic forecasts;
• Daily traffic is annualized by a factor of 330; and
• Vehicle operating cost savings increase following the increase

of inflation rate.

Simulation Results and Discussions

A Latin Hypercube simulation of 5,000 iterations is applied. Table
3 contains listing of key output statistics. With no recourse to
external sources other than the project cash flows, the full debt
service payment can expectedly be made in Year 18 of the con-
cession period. This figure is the mean of all possible earliest
years at which Bj according to Eq. �19� is 0. If a value of 1
denotes the event that BN is greater than 0 and 0 otherwise, the
probability of unpaid debt taken as the mean of entire possible
outcomes is about 0.12. Simulation results show that the project is
very safe to the creditor because the probability of the creditor’s
NPVs being negative from Eq. �23� is as low as 0.02. The re-
ported negative skew of the creditor’s NPVs—indicating that
NPVs have a long tail in the negative direction—can be explained
by the fact that the creditor’s return was capped at the borrowing
rate while it may experience significant negative return if, from
the creditor’s perspective, the project is running poorly.

The project sponsor is at the greatest uncertainty because it
ranks the lowest in the payment claim but can enjoy windfall
payment if the project is running very successfully. For this rea-
son the project sponsor’s NPVs presents a large standard devia-
tion relative to their mean. As indicated by the sign of the skew-
ness, the project sponsor’s NPVs posses a long tail in the positive
direction. This is because the project sponsor has no risk of nega-
tive cash flows during the operation period as O&M risk has been
transferred to JM. A positively skewed asset is perhaps favorable
to most investors but it is not adequate for the project sponsor to
accept the project because the project is too risky. It is reported
that the probability of the project sponsor’s NPVs being negative
�from Eq. �21�� can be as high as 0.22. In some respects, JM is
not much different from the project sponsor because it also shares
both success and failure of the project. While the project sponsor
is exposed to risk associated with equity payment, JM faces only
O&M risk but not equity payment risk. The probability of JM’s
NPVs being negative according to Eq. �22� is about 0.05.

A sensitivity analysis is performed to identify the most critical
input risk factors to the outputs. The software package provides
two options for sensitivity analysis, namely, step-wise regression
analysis and correlation analysis. Due to available limited space,

only the correlation analysis results are presented, as shown in
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Table 4. A value of 1 indicates a complete positive correlation
between two variables and a value of −1 indicates a complete
reverse correlation between two variables �Palisade 2001�.
Clearly, the project sponsor’s NPV is very sensitive to traffic,
particularly the first-year traffic as it determines subsequent years’
traffic levels and the land acquisition time phase I, which ranks
the second in the list. Critical inputs to the creditor’s NPVs are
dominated by JIBORs but the most important input is also the
first-year traffic. Sensitivity analysis results reveal an interesting
issue that risk factors except discount rates affect the project
sponsor’s and the creditor’s NPVs in a reverse direction. While
the project sponsor expects that the debt service payment be made
as early as possible, the creditor wishes to maintain as long as
possible its claim on net cash flows and this is possible only if the
debt has not been fully serviced. In addition to the project risk
level, the use of a low discount rate may explain this possibility
where a longer-lived asset may have a higher NPV �although its
IRR is lower�.

Table 2. Modeling Risky Variables

Risky variables
Assumed

Distribution Parameter

Initial toll base �Rupiah/km� Triangular 275; 300; 325

Land acquisition time phase I
�years�

Beta subjective 0.0; 0.5; 1.0; 3.0

Land acquisition time phase II
�years�

Beta subjective 0.0; 0.5; 1.0; 3.0

Error of land acquisition cost
phase I �%�

Normal 0; 10

Error of land acquisition cost
phase II �%�

Normal 0; 10

Error of 1st year traffic �%� Normal 0; 30

Error of later years’ traffic �%� Normal 0; 5

Construction cost I �Rupiah
billion�a

Normal 28.7; 1.4

Construction cost II �Rupiah
billion�a

Normal 53.3; 2.7

Additional investment �Rupiah
billion�

Normal 63.6; 3.2

aConstruction costs are in real terms.

Table 3. Key Output Statistics under Base Case Scenario

Statistics

Net present value at risk free rate

Project
sponsor Jasa Marga Creditor

Minimum −87.7 −80.3 −171.2

Maximum 433.5 327.9 146.1

Mean 83.4 75.4 39.2

Standard deviation 91.9 52.7 25.6

Skewness 0.3 0.6 −0.5

Kurtosis 2.4 3.4 9.4

Mode −49.5 55.2 31.9

5th percentile −52.3 1.4 12.1

50th percentile 80.7 67.0 36.2

95th percentile 238.5 174.5 84.1

Note: All units are in Rupiah billion except the dimensionless skewness

and kurtosis.
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Indone
Impact of Delay-in-Toll-Adjustment Risk

The top row of Table 5 shows the percentage change of statistics
for the project sponsor’s NPVs and the creditor’s NPVs under
different scenarios associated with delay-in-adjustment risk rela-
tive to that under the base case scenario. A decrease in mean, 5th
percentile, and 95th percentile values may indicatively suggest
that the project sponsor is faring worse as delay risk increases.
Although a delay-in-adjustment risk has a significant impact on
the project sponsor’s NPVs, it has no remarkable impact on the
creditor’s NPVs. Delay in adjustment brings a slightly greater
uncertainty to the creditor. This shift is indicated by a decrease in
the 5th percentile value and an increase in the 95th percentile. The
mean of their NPVs is higher in case a delay-in-adjustment risk
exists, however. Interestingly, at a low or moderate risk level,
statistics indicate that the creditor fares better. For instance, if the
expected delay is 1 year, the entire presented statistics show an
increase. In some respects, the creditor may even benefit from
delay in toll adjustment as their claim over the project cash flows
becomes longer. As the delay risk increases more, however, the
creditor tends to fare worse. For example, among the statistics,
only the median value is reported to be higher under a 4 year
expected delay scenario than under a 3 year scenario. The creditor
must also now be aware of high potential financial loss if toll risk
is high.

Financial Impact of the New Tariff Regulation

Under the new regulation, the future toll uncertainty follows Eq.
�10� with � being set at 0.7 and �=3 years. The middle row of
Table 5 presents the percentage of change of statistics of the
project sponsor’s NPVs and the creditor’s NPVs if toll levels are
to be adjusted following the new regulation under different sce-
narios associated with delay-in-adjustment risk relative to statis-
tics under base case scenario. Clearly, the project sponsor fares
worse if toll levels are to be adjusted following the formula. A
negative financial impact is more observable if delay-in-
adjustment risk rises. Two factors can explain these results. First,
the maximum allowable toll increase of 25% implies that the
project sponsor must partially assume inflation risk, which was
traditionally passed on to end-users. According to Eq. �10�, the
allowable maximum inflation rate that can be transferred to users
is about 11% per annum whereas, skyrocketing inflation rates in
the aftermath of the 1997 crisis aside, two-digit rates are not
uncommon in the country. Indonesia is one of most inflationary

Table 4. Ten Most Critical Inputs to Net Present Value under Base Case

Rank

Project sponsor

Risk factor Coefficient Risk

1 1st traffic 0.84 1st t

2 1st land time −0.16 3rd t

3 3rd traffic 0.13 5th t

4 4th traffic 0.12 4th t

5 2nd traffic 0.12 2nd t

6 5th traffic 0.12 6th t

7 Initial tolls 0.11 8th t

8 2nd land time −0.11 12th

9 6th traffic 0.10 7th t

10 8th traffic 0.10 9th t

Note: JIBOR�Jakarta Inter Bank offered rates and SBI�Sertifikat Bank
developing countries in the world. Second, the extension of the
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periodical review implies a financial loss to the project sponsor
because it is not allowed to increase tolls as frequently as before.
As with the project sponsor, the creditor appears to be worse off
under the new regulation and can even no longer benefit from any
delay risk. The new regulation particularly exposes the creditor to
a higher potential financial loss. As shown, the 5th percentile
values of the creditor’s NPVs drastically decrease as the toll risk
increases.

Transfer of Land Acquisition

The sensitivity analysis results exhibit that the land acquisition
risk is among highest ranked risks. Land acquisition risk is theo-
retically best assumed by the public sector because the risk is
under its control. It is assumed presently that if the GOI under-
takes the land acquisition at the project sponsor cost, the acquisi-
tion time is zero or, in other words, the land issue has been re-
solved before construction. Simulation results reveal that the
project sponsor’s cash flows are considerably enhanced. The bot-
tom row of Table 5 presents the percentage change of statistics for
the project sponsor’s NPVs and the creditor’s NPVs under differ-
ent scenarios associated with toll risk if the land acquisition can
successfully be resolved before facility construction starts. Statis-
tics clearly exhibit that the project sponsor is better off under
different toll risk scenarios. This occurs because the project spon-
sor is no longer exposed to risk of land price unnecessarily in-
creasing while in-time completion is secured. On the contrary, the
creditor appears to fare worse in many respects. This happens
because the project sponsor requires less debt for financing land
acquisition; this change implies that the creditor’s investment is
reduced. The creditor can only benefit from the transfer of land
acquisition insofar as the creditor faces less risk of financial loss,
as indicated by an increase in the 5th percentile value.

Conclusion

The present paper presents a financial risk analysis of project-
financed toll road projects in Indonesia, making use of Latin Hy-
percube simulation. The simulation approach was adopted be-
cause it deals well with problems of large and complex systems,
which would be otherwise difficult to solve. Several major risks
associated with Indonesia’s toll roads are identified. Ordering
payments by priority level subject to cash availability enables risk

rio

Jasa Marga Creditork

Coefficient Risk factor Coefficient

0.85 1st traffic −0.41

0.15 6th JIBOR 0.22

0.13 8th JIBOR 0.22

0.13 7th JIBOR 0.21

0.13 1st land time 0.18

0.12 9th JIBOR 0.17

0.12 2nd land cost 0.16

0.12 10th JIBOR 0.12

0.11 11th JIBOR 0.10

0.11 8th SBI −0.09

sia.
Scena

factor

raffic

raffic

raffic

raffic

raffic

raffic

raffic

traffic

raffic

raffic
to be evaluated from the different perspectives in particular those
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of the project sponsor and the creditor. A developed simulation
cash flow model is applied to a case study project. Different sce-
narios related to delay-in-adjustment risk, the country’s new toll
road regulation, and transfer of land acquisition are discussed.
Conclusions can be drawn from the case study project are as
follows.
• The project sponsor, the creditor, and JM are exposed to pay-

ment uncertainty but at different degrees. The creditor is ex-
posed to payment risk because off-balance sheet financing
does not allow the creditor to seek recourse other than the
project cash flows. The project sponsor is at the greatest un-
certainty because the sponsor ranks the lowest in the payment
claim but has an opportunity to experience windfall returns.
Because O&M risk has been transferred to JM, the project
sponsor is only exposed to uncertainty related to equity pay-
ment where the project sponsor can receive nothing during the
commercial years of operation if all cash has to be used for
meeting financial obligations. In some respects, JM’s position
is similar to the project sponsor’s position because the corpo-
ration shares both project success and failure.

• Sensitivity analysis shows that traffic particularly at the first
year of operation have a significant impact on cash flows of
all parties involved. Interestingly, risk factors identified as im-
portant may have a reverse effect on the project sponsor’s
NPVs and the creditor’s NPVs. Although the project sponsor
expects that the debt be serviced as early as possible, the credi-
tor wishes that the debt continues such that the creditor con-
tinues to have a claim on the net operating revenue. This is
possible if the discount rate is low and the risk extent is low or
moderate.

• Delay-in-adjustment risk severely impacts the project spon-
sor’s cash flows and JM’s cash flows. At a low and moderate
level of delay risk, the creditor can potentially even benefit
from the risk, but tends to fare worse as the risk continues to
rise. This occurs because the project debt service capacity can
be seriously threatened as risk increases.

• The promulgation of the Regulation No. 40/2001 has negative
impact on the project viability. The statistics reported here

Table 5. Change of Statistics Relative to Base Case Scenario’s Statistics

Statistics

Project sponsor

0 1 year �%� 2 years �%� 3 years �%� 4

Change

Mean 0 −19 −37 −51

5th percentile 0 −2 −4 −4

50th percentile 0 −20 −39 −59

95th percentile 0 −11 −17 −25

Change

Mean −81 −102 −115 −123

5th percentile −7 −9 −11 −11

50th percentile −89 −118 −137 −149

95th percentile −48 −60 −68 −72

Transfer of

Mean 22 1 −17 −30

5th percentile 8 6 5 3

50th percentile 24 3 −17 −32

95th percentile 7 9 5 9

Note: % change��new statistic–old statistic�/old statistic if old statistic is
is negative.
indicate that the project sponsor, the creditor, and JM all fare
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worse. The negative impact is further aggravated if coupled
with increasing delay-in-toll adjustment risk. It has also been
shown that the creditor can no longer enjoy any toll adjust-
ment delay.

• If the GOI can help expedite the land acquisition process, the
project sponsor’s cash flows will generally be improved be-
cause land price risk and completion risk in terms of project
schedules are reduced.
Although these findings should not be generalized and applied

to all project-financed toll roads in Indonesia, they present very
relevant information. In this context, the GOI may adopt some
political actions to make a toll road project that will be imple-
mented under a BOT arrangement more attractive. These actions
may include helping expedite the land acquisition process that can
be very difficult for private sector investors and honoring its com-
mitment to raise toll levels as agreed. The GOI is also strongly
recommended to carefully examine the financial impact of any
new regulation from different perspectives and angles before is-
suing it.
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